Event Descriptions

On Tuesday, March 3rd at 7:15pm in the Chapel, solo guitarist/vocalist Jeffrey Folmer will be performing live for our enjoyment.

On Friday, March 6th at 11pm in Heritage Hall, Dr. Col lecture series will continue with a talk on Remaining Independent “Staying Out Of The Circle”. This talk will include gems on keeping yourself going and developing new self sustaining habits.

On Tuesday, March 10th, at 2:00pm in the CAS, Voter Registration/Absentee Ballot Clinic: Have you recently moved to Seabury, switched apartments, or are interested in changing your party affiliation? Are you going to be out of town on Primary Day (April 28th) or otherwise unable to get to the polls? Stop by the CAS and Jodi will answer questions and help with registration.

On Thursday, March 12th at 7:15pm in the Chapel, the Blue River Jazz Band will be performing America’s traditional, classic, “hot” jazz and swing music from the early 20th century.

On Friday March 13th at 9am in Heritage Hall, Bruce Donald will explain comprehensive research that investing in bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure has numerous benefits including public health, reduced transportation costs, increased access to reliable transportation, tourism, improved local economy, reduced user mortality rates, and environmental benefits.

On Monday, March 16th at 11am in the Chapel, Hartford Symphony Orchestra small ensemble will be performing live. Please come enjoy the beautiful sounds of strings on a Monday morning!

On Tuesday, March 17th at 7:15pm in the Chapel, welcome a St. Patrick’s Day theme poetry reading about Irish ideals and values!

On Wednesday, March 18th at 11am in the Chapel, the Lunch Bunch is heading out to Rein’s Deli. Sign up to join us for some authentic New York Style Deli. Meet in Front Lobby. We will return by 2 pm!

On Wednesday March 18th at 3pm in CAS, come out and enjoy Board Game Day. Play classic board games with other Seabury residents. Come alone or with a friend!

On March 24th at 7:15pm in the Chapel, Celtic Concert: Peregrine Road joins us for a musical performance like no other!
MARCH 2020

Sunday | Monday | Tuesday | Wednesday | Thursday | Friday | Saturday
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 10:30 Chapel | 1:00 Open Studio CAS | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Hospitality Comm CAS | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Men’s Men’s Club TR
7:15 NO MOVIE | 1:00 ALP: Creative Writing GV | 10:00 ALP: Hartford’s HH | 10:00 ALP: Industrial HH | 10:00 IPad Class BC | 10:30 ISOD Steering Comm.GV
7:15 NO MOVIE | 1:00 Chorus MS | 1:00 Restaurant Scene | 10:15 Community Hymns VLR | 11:00 Dr. Coll’s Lecture: HH | 12:00 Conversational French GR
1:30 Mah Jongg GR | 1:00 Encore Comm. HP | 12:00 Conversation HH | 1:45 Tea | 2:15 Together to Music CAS | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP
3:00 Meditation SP | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 7:15 Movie: LUST FOR LIFE | 3:00 Poets & Writers HP | 7:15 Movie: HARVARD BEATS YALE CH
6:45 Duplicate Bridge CAS | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | | 7:00 Bridge CAS |
7:00 UConn vs. South Fla. HH | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP |
7:15 Solo Guitarist/Vocalist: Jeffrey Felson CH |
9 | 10:30 Chapel | 1:00 Open Studio CAS | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Men’s Men’s Club TR
7:15 NO MOVIE | 1:00 ALP: Creative Writing GV | 10:00 ALP: Hartford’s HH | 10:00 ALP: Industrial HH | 10:00 IPad Class BC | 10:30 ISOD Steering Comm.GV
7:15 NO MOVIE | 1:00 Chorus MS | 1:00 Restaurant Scene | 10:15 Community Hymns VLR | 11:00 Dr. Coll’s Lecture: HH | 12:00 Conversational French GR
1:30 Mah Jongg GR | 1:00 Encore Comm. HP | 12:00 Conversation HH | 1:45 Tea | 2:15 Together to Music CAS | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP
3:00 Meditation SP | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 7:15 Movie: LUST FOR LIFE | 3:00 Poets & Writers HP | 7:15 Movie: HARVARD BEATS YALE CH
6:45 Duplicate Bridge CAS | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | | 7:00 Bridge CAS |
7:00 UConn vs. South Fla. HH | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP |
7:15 Solo Guitarist/Vocalist: Jeffrey Felson CH |
11 | 10:00 Health Comm. HH | 1:00 Open Studio CAS | 11:00 Trails Comm. GV | 11:00 Resident Council HH | 11:00 Health Comm. HH | 11:00 Men’s Men’s Club TR
1:00 ALP: Creative Writing GV | 2:00 Comm. Comm. HH | 10:00 Trails Comm. GV | 2:00 Great Decisions BR
1:30 Chorus MS | 1:00 Trails Comm. GV | 1:00 Chimes Practice CAS |
1:30 Resident Shop MB | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 1:00 Chimes Practice CAS |
1:30 Mah Jongg GR | 2:00 Great Decisions HH |
3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP |
3:00 Bridge CAS | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP |
7:15 Irish Ballads CH | 3:00 Drop-In Social HP |
24 | 10:00 Library Committee CAS | 1:00 Open Studio CAS | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Geissler’s** Trip: Lunch Bunch Reins Deli** | 9:00 Bank Opens | 9:00 Men’s Men’s Club TR
1:00 ALP: Creative Writing GV | 11:00 Trip: Lunch Bunch | 10:15 Community Hymns VLR | 10:15 Community Hymns VLR |
1:00 Chorus MS | 12:00 Reading BelovedHH | 10:15 Community Hymns VLR | 10:15 Community Hymns VLR |
1:00 Mah Jongg GR | 2:00 Sports & Games | 10:30 ALP: Reading BelovedHH |
1:00 Duplicate Bridge CAS | 2:30 Drop-In Social HP |
| | 2:00 Bereavement Support SP | 2:30 Drop-In Social HP |
| | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP | 3:00 Knit ‘N Stitch HP |
| | 7:15 Poetry Reading CH | 7:30 Chimes Practice CAS |
| | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP | 4:30 Drop-In Social HP |
| | 7:15 Solo Guitarist/Vocalist: Jeffrey Felson CH | 7:15 Movie: NOW, VOYAGER |

All programs are subject to change

Location Key

5TH 5th Flr across from Library
ATR Atrium
B Bistro
BL Bistro Lounge
BC Business Center
BR Board Room
SP Center of Spirituality
918 Channel 918
919 Channel 919
CH Chapel
CAS Community Activity Space
DS Dance Studio
ES Encore Shop
GR Game Room
GV Garden View
HP Hearstside Parlor
HH Heritage Hall
HT Hilltop
L Library
LB Lobby
MDR Main Dining Room
MR Media Room
NAT Natatorium
NL North Lounge
OFF Office
PS Pilates Studio
SWBR South Wing Britton Room
SWD South Wing Dance Studio
TR Terrace Room
TOS Top of Stairs
AR Views Activity Room
VDR Views Dining Room
VFS Views Fitness Studio
VL Views Library
VP Views Parlor
VTV Views TV Area
VLR Views Living Room